We first introduce a constrained minimization formulation for the generalized symmetric eigenvalue problem and then recast it into an unconstrained minimization problem by constructing an appropriate cost function. Minimizer of this cost function corresponds to the eigenvector corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue of the given symmetric matrix pencil and all minimizers are global minimizers. We also present an inflation technique for obtaining multiple generalized eigenvectors of thia pencil. Based on this asymptotic formulation, we derive a quasi-Newton adaptive algorithm for estimating these eigenvectors in the data case. This algorithm is highly modular and parallel with a computational complexity of O ( N z ) multiplications, N being the problem-size. Simulation results show fast convergence and good quality of the estimated eigenvectors. 
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Consider the matrix pencil (R,, R,) where R, and R, are N x N symmetric positive definite matrices. Then, the task of computing an N x 1 vector x and a scalar X such that R,x = XR,x where 6, , ie the Kronecker delta function.
The generalized symmetric eigenvalue problem has extensive applications in the harmonic retrieval / directionof-arrival estimation problem when the observed data g(n)
is the sum of a desired signal z(n) and a coloured noise which is of the form u w ( n ) , where U is a scalar. For example, consider z(n) to be the sum of P real sinusoids and m u m e ~( n ) to be uncorrelated with z(n). Then, if R, and R, represent asymptotic covariance matrices (of size N x N with N 1 2P+1) of g(n) and w(n), respectively, with R, assumed to be non-singular, the sinusoidal frequencies In the case of adaptive signal processing applications, however, & and R, correspond to asymptotic covariance matrices and they need to be estimated. In this paper, the data covariance matrix of g(n), i.e., R,(n), is taken as the estimate of R, and M estimate of R,, say R,, is assumed to be available based on some o priori measurements. The sample covariance matrix at nth data instant is calculated using (R,(R), k , ) as an estimate of (R,, R,).
The paper is organized as follows. The generalized eigenvdue problem ie translated into an unconstrained minimization problem in Section 2. A quasi-Newton adaptive algorithm ie derived in Section 3. Computer simulations are presented in Section 4 and finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
A MINIMIZATION FORMULATION FOR GENERALIZED SYMMETRIC EIGENVALUE PROBLEM
In this section, we recast the generalized symmetric eigenvalue problem into an unconstrained minimization framework. We first consider the case of the eigenvector corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue (henceforth referred to as the minimum eigenvector) and then extend it to the case of more than one eigenvector uaing an inflation approach.
The principle used here b a generalization of the approach followed in [SI.
Single Eigenvector Case
We first introduce a constrained " i z a t i o n formulation for seeking the minimum eigenvector of (R,, R,). Consider the following problem: it follows from (4) that the solution of (3) is the minimum eigenvector of (R,, &).
Using the penalty function method [7] , the constrained problem (3) can be translated into unconstrained " i z ation of the cost function and a minimum eigenvector of (R,, R,,,).
The gradient vector g and Hessian matrix H of J ( a , p ) with respect to a are g(a, P ) = R,a + p(aT&a -l)Rwa, (6) 
Using (6) and (7), we get the following results.
Theorem 1 a* is a rtationarypoint of J(a, p ) if and only if a* is an eigenvector of (R,, R,) corresponding to the eigenvalue X ruch that X = p ( l -a* Rwa*).
T

Thie result immediately follows from (6).
Theorem 2 a* is a global minimizer of J(a, p ) if and only if a* is a minimum eigenvector of (R,,, R,) with eigenvalue 
Inflation Technique for Seeking Multiple
Now, we present an inflation technique which, combined with the result of the previous section, is used to seek the fist D (D 5 N ) Rw-orthogonal eigenvectors of (R,, R,).
The basic approach is to divide the problem into D s u b problems such that the kth subproblem solves for the kth eigenvector of (R,, R,). 
Then, clearly, the minimum eigenvalue of (RYh,Rw) with qk as the corresponding eigenvector. Hence, if a; is a minimizer of Jk(ak, p, a), then it follows from Theorem 2 that a; is a minimum eigenvector of (RYr,Rw) with eigenvalue x k = p(1 -a; Rwat). By construction, a; is nothing but the kth R,srthogonal eigenvector of (R,, R,). A practical lower bound for Q io p. Thus, by constructing D cost functions Jk(ak, p , a), k = 1,. . . , D , as h (10) and finding their minimizers, we get the first D Rw-orthogonal eigenvectors of (R,, R,). 
A QUASI-NEWTON-CUM-INFLATION BASED ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM
In this section, we combine the inflation technique of the previous section with a quasi-Newton method and derive an adaptive algorithm for estimating the first D Rworthogonal eigenvectors of (R,,R,) in the data case.
Let ak(n), k = 1,. . . , D, be the estimates of these vectors at nth adaptation instant. Newton algorithm for updating ak(n -1) to ak(n) is of the form ak(n) = ak(n -1) -H;'(n -l)gk(n -1) (14) where &(n-1) and gk(n-1) are the Hessian and gradient, respectively, of Jk(ak,p, a ) evaluated at ?i k = ak(n -1).
Since R,, R, and a?, i = 1,. . . , k -1, are not available, estimates of gk(n -1) and Hk(n -1) can be obtained by
Further, we approximate the Hessian by dropping the last term in (16) so that the approximant is positive definite and a recursion can be obtained directly in terms of its inverse. Sutwtituting this approximated Hessian along with (15) in (14), we obtain the quasi-Newton adaptive dgorithm for estimating the eigenvectors of (R,, R,) (after some manipulations) as
where C k ( n ) = Ei,ak(n). This algorithm can be implemented using a pipeline architecture as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Here, krh eigenvector is estimated by the kth unit and it goes through the following steps during n'" sample interval (time indices are suppressed in the figure): i) pass on q -i ( n -A) and ak(n -k) to (k + ii) accept RLi-l(n-k+l) and ak-l(n-k+l) from (k-l)'h unit and iii) update q -i ( n -k ) and ak(n-t) to R ; : ( n -k + I ) and Observe from (18)-(21) that the computations required for updating the eigenvector estimates are identical for all the units, thus making the algorithm both modular and parallel. Consequently, the effective computational requirement is equal to that required for updating only one eigenvector estimate and it is about 5.5" multiplications per iteration.
unit, ak(n -k + 1).
We have the following remarks regaruding the convergence of this algorithm. Following the steps as in the convergence analysis of a similar-looking algorithm given in [E], we can show that i) the algorithm in locally convergent (asymptotically) and ii) the underired stationary points (i.e., the undesired eigenvectoro) are unrtable. However, when R,(n) = RY for AU n, the algorithm can get stuck at an undesired eigenvector. Thus, the propoeed algorithm is globally convergent with probability one.
S I M U L A T I O N RESULTS
In this section, we present some computer simulation results to demonstrate the performance of the proposed adaptive algorithm.
The performance measures used for evaluating the quality of the estimated eigenvectors are as follows. To see how close the estimated eigenvectors are to the true subspace, we use the projection error measure, E(n), defined M E(n) = 11 [I -S(STS)"ST] z(n)l12 (22) where z ( n ) = F ( n ) ,
In order to know the extent of R,-orthogonality among the estimated eigenvectors, we define an orthogonality meaeure, Orthmal(n), as ,ED(n)], X,(n) = (23) Thus, the smaller the values of E(n) and Otihma=(n), the better is the quality of the estimated eigenvectors, and viceversa.
In the simulations, the signal y(n) was generated as g(n) = z(n) + uw(n) where z(n) = psin(2*(0.2)n + 61) + psin(2r(0.24)n + 6,) w(n) = sin(2*(0.21)n + 6,) + sh(2*(0.23)n + 0 , ) +an(2~(0.25)n + 0,) + U(.).
Here, u(n) is a zero-mean and unit variance white noise and 6,'s are the initial phases (assumed to be uniform in (not shown here) are of the order of IO-' and for p = 5.00 and p = 1.58, respectively, implying that the implicit orthogonalization built into the algorithm through the inflation technique is very effective. In order to see how this subspace quality reflects in frequency estimation, we used the spectral estimator the data length, s' = [l, expljarf), exp(j4*f), , urp(j(N -1)2xf)lT and H denotes Hermitian transpose.
The peaks of S(f) rue taken as the estimates of the sinusoidal frequencies in the desired signal z(n). The aversged results are shown in Fig. 3 . Observe that that the desired frequencies are well estimated in spite of the fact that the undesired signal frequencies are closely interlaced with the desired signal frequencies.
C O N C L U S I O N S
The problem of seeking the generalized eigenvector corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix positive definite pencil ( R Y , R w ) has been translated into an unconstrained minimization problem. This was then extended to the case of more than one eigenvector using an inflation technique. Based on this asymptotic formulation, a quasi-Newton adaptive algorithm was derived for estimating these eigenvectors in the data case. Note that the algorithm requires the knowledge of noise covariance matrix to within a scalar multiple. 
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